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erhaps it is fitting J.S. Bach had the opportunity to set Jesus’s Great 
Commandment – “Love the Lord your God . . . and your neighbor as 

yourself” – so soon after receiving his own new directive as Thomaskantor in 
Leipzig. The composer assumed these duties only a few months before 
composing Du sollt Gott, deinen Herren, lieben (BWV 77), which at once reflects on 
the challenge of loving thy neighbor and also exhibits the zeal of a composer 
seeking to demonstrate his bona fides in a new professional setting. 

The cantata considers the parable of the Good Samaritan, which Jesus 
recounted when a scribe asked, “What shall I do to inherit eternal life?” “Love 
the Lord your god,” Jesus replied, “and your neighbor as yourself.” Through 
clever manipulation of quoted material, musical imagery, instrumentation, 
and even wordplay, Bach spotlighted the challenge of following this 
instruction. 

The work opens with strings playing a succession of suspensions and 
winding counterpoint that disrupt any sense of harmonic stability. The ear is 
reassured only on the eventual entrance of trumpet and chorus. Figuratively, 
harmonic motion from uncertainty to clarity mimics Jesus’s clarifying response 
to the scribe’s provocation. The symbolism is not merely harmonic, however. 
In the measures that follow, the trumpeter quotes the melody of Protestant 
reformer Martin Luther’s hymn “Dies sind die heil’gen zehn Gebot” (“These are 
the holy ten commandments”). As listeners reflect on this Old Testament 
allusion, they also hear the choir sing Jesus’s New Testament instruction: “love 
the Lord your God.” 

	  
 The opening phrase of Martin Luther’s “Dies 

sind die heil’gen zehn Gebot” (1524). 

Old and new commandments are heard together as a result. Moreover, the 
notes sung by the choir are those of Luther’s Zehn Gebot tune, but sung 
inverted, backward, twice as fast, and at the same time the trumpeter plays the 
melody in its original formulation. It is an instance of compositional 
showmanship to be sure, yet the gesture also aligns Old and New Testament 
laws and situates Jesus within the lawgiver lineage of Moses. Perhaps most 
boldly Leipzig’s new Thomaskantor set himself alongside Martin Luther as a 
Protestant luminary. 

Attentive listeners also soon recognize Luther’s tune in the ensemble’s 
lowest sounding section, the basso continuo group. Apart from doubled note 

values and a delayed start, the melody mimics its counterpart in the trumpet. 
This musical technique is known as canon. In English and German (Kanon) it 
boasts an opportunity for wordplay: describing ecclesiastic law as well as the 
compositional technique. The opportunity is not lost on Bach, who set 
religious canon (i.e., the Commandments) in musical canon (i.e., strict melodic 
repetition) at this moment. Neither should one disregard the placement of the 
canonic voices. In the highest and lowest sounding sections of the orchestra 
God’s prescriptions literally envelop the chorus and listener. 

However, the unfamiliar sound of the opening movement may strike 
listeners more immediately than its musical exegesis. Bach abandoned a more 
conventional tonal idiom in favor of a more ancient modal scheme. So even as 
the movement is oriented toward the tone G, ears accustomed to functional 
harmony incline toward the subdominant tone C. The effect likely disoriented 
Bach’s congregation as well as modern listeners. 

The modal sound of the opening movement is followed by a recitative 
that could not be grounded more firmly in tonal harmony. Set in C major it is 
at once in the key listeners anticipated in the first movement and also the 
quintessential key of tonality. The force of C major is conveyed from the 
opening of the recitative, where the continuo section sounds the tonic chord 
and the bass soloist limits himself to those tones most essential to the key. 
Some may hear this as a vision of the consonance that is possible when, as the 
text of the recitative relates, human hearts align with God’s will. And the 
movement away from C major in the central measures does not dilute the 
impact of the image. It only intensifies its colors, especially as a strong 
cadential figure tugs the ear back to C major at the close of the movement. 

Following a love aria for soprano that is attended by a pair of inseparable 
oboes and an accompanied recitative for tenor that prefigures Jesus’s 
heavenward entreaties in Bach’s Passion settings, the alto aria (“Ach, es bleibt in 
meiner Liebe”) witnesses the return of the cantata’s principal theme, spotlighting 
the imperfection that separates man from God. This is emphasized in the text 
of the aria, which considers man’s imperfection (Unvollkommenheit), and in its 
instrumentation, where Unvollkommenheit is depicted through sound. 

The alto aria also marks the return of the obbligato trumpet heard in the 
opening movement. Atop the autograph score to the first movement, Bach 
wrote “tromba di tirarsi” (or “slide trumpet”). Bach called for the instrument 
in only half a dozen or so cantatas. The instrument’s sliding mechanism 
increases the number of available notes, yet preserves the acoustic properties 
of a conventional trumpet. So, fourths, fifths, and fanfares in D major remain 
friendly. The ill-fitting semitones and unfriendly keys of the alto aria present a 
greater hurdle. Adding to the challenge, B flats and F sharps in quick 
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succession along with the wide-ranging, fast-paced, and step-wise fanfare in C 
major in the middle section intimidate even virtuoso players. 

In sum, the cantata considers the challenge of the Great Commandment. 
Vocalist, instrumentalist, and even listener struggle at times throughout, and 
perhaps these moments signify the difficult prospect of loving one’s neighbor. 
Hope surfaces in the final movement, where cadences on D major lead to a 
cadence on G minor (two measures from the end), thus anticipating resolution 
of musical (and human) tensions. Yet a final cadence on D disappoints with its 
unresolved sound. So as listeners ultimately fail to hear resolution at the end of 
the work, once again we experience Unvollkommenheit – our abiding inability to 
live up to divine instruction. 
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